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1. Executive summary
Cloud service adaptation in the Nordics
continues to grow, but still only makes up
about 20 percent of total IT spend. With current
growth levels, Cloud is estimated to capture
about one-third of total IT expenditure by 2022
(Chapter 1).
The Cloud Maturity Index demonstrates
operational and strategic cloud maturity
among organizations (Chapter 3). The gap
between individual top and bottom performers
is widening, the good getting better and
the bad getting worse. National and vertical
differences are decreasing. Norway and Finland
are becoming more similar to Sweden, and all
industries, regardless of country, show higher
average levels of maturity every year. Financial
Services displays the highest aggregated cloud
maturity, continuing the trend from previous
years. Other industry verticals are performing
less well, particularly Public Sector and Retail,
especially in terms of strategic cloud maturity
(Chapter 4).
Organizations rated as “Mature” now make up
18 percent of the total sample, compared with
14 percent in 2017. The “Immature” category
also increased in size, from 11 to 13 percent.
Mature organizations use cloud services to a
larger extent (97% vs. 87%, respectively) and are
much more likely to exploit Cloud advantages
than Immature ones. The gap is even wider
in cloud specific strategy and governance. 62
percent of Mature organizations have a cloud
strategy for SaaS procurement while only
19 percent of Immature organizations do so
(Chapter 5).
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Higher cloud maturity brings several business
benefits, including more efficient IT spend and
a higher capacity to respond to changes and
business needs. Cloud mature organizations
average 20 percent lower costs in IT operations
by using Cloud services, and the IT spend pool
available for innovation is 29 percent larger
than that of their less mature peers (Chapter
9). The capacity of cloud mature respondents
to support the digitization of the core business
is 21 percent higher than that of immature
ones, and they are 15 percent more efficient
in increasing business competitiveness. Even
if based on self-assessment, the numbers
strongly indicate that mature organizations are
better equipped to support the core business.
Important barriers to cloud adaption include
Security. Mature organizations have a better
grasp of security issues, having already
evaluated, adopted and performed the
necessary preparations, and they are more
cautious of adding more cloud services rather
than using cloud services per se (Chapter 8).
Strategic maturity leads to being more open for
radical changes and rethinking IT production.
Mature organizations dedicate more time and
resources to strategic initiatives that provide
the fundamentals of digital change, such as
performance measurements, governance,
and architecture (Chapter 6). Less mature
organizations will either need to invest heavily in
structural competence or use outside partners
to bridge the maturity gap. Increased cloud
maturity brings tangible results in terms of
readiness for digital change, returns on working
capital, and business outcomes (Chapter 9).
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2. The IT landscape
During the last couple of years, Radar has
studied and analyzed how the increased
demand and use of cloud services have
contributed to the creation of a perfect storm
in the IT ecosystem. The IT market has opened
up for new competition between previously
non-competing actors: Cloud factories
leveraging economies of scale, consultancy
brokers providing expertise in bulk, a telecom
industry pitching for connected transactions,
and industrial vendors offering industrial
platforms. The traditional IT service providers
are competing against scale and against
new partnerships focusing on innovation. All
entrants, old and new, are now more or less
competing for the same IT expenditure.
While the use of cloud services has increased
significantly, and more than four-fifths of all
organizations are using cloud services to some
degree, only a little more than one-fifth of actual
total expenditure is allocated to cloud. The
growth is expected to continue at more than
15 percent annually. More than 80 percent of
IT decision-makers estimate that their use of
cloud services will increase. Cloud continues
to account for most of the growth within IT
services.
Public cloud is estimated to capture a share
representing about one-third of total IT
expenditure by 2022, an increase of roughly
7 percent from today’s spend. The general
difference between cloud services today and
two years ago is the diversification in cloud
applications and usage. Different types of as-aservice (Software, Platform and Infrastructure SaaS, PaaS and IaaS) are used to a much larger
extent than before. Deployment models are also
being used in more complex and critical areas
than previously.

Cloud expenditure of total IT

Cloud
Other

22 %

78 %

Cloud deployment model (% spend)

Public

44 %

Private

56 %

Public cloud is the strongest-growing segment
in cloud services. Public cloud already makes
up 56 percent of total cloud spend across
organizations and is expected to continue to
grow strongly.
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3. The Cloud Maturity Index
The Cloud Maturity Index (CMI) was originally
created by Radar on behalf of Tieto in 2015 as a
model to establish the operational and strategic
maturity among organizations regarding highly
industrialized services such as cloud services.
This report for 2019 is the fourth report in
the series and continues the tradition while
expanding the foundation for the analysis with
new ideas to research.
The model is based on some 30 key
performance indicators, assumptions and
self-assessed indices encompassing the entire
lifecycle of cloud service application, ranging
from business rationale, sourcing strategy and

business knowledge to actual execution and
return on investment. The exact categories
and their included performance indicators have
evolved over time. To rank highly in operational
cloud maturity, an organization’s actual usage of
cloud services is of lesser importance as there
could be other barriers for using cloud services.
The basis for this report is the quantitative study
of Cloud Maturity in 283 Nordic organizations,
carried out by Radar in September–October
2019. Data collection and interviews were
conducted in Radar’s name. Out of the 283
organizations, 38 percent are Norwegian, 38
percent are Finnish and 24 percent Swedish.
51 %

The Cloud Maturity Index respondent data:
private sector industries

4%

9%

8%

Financial Services Services
& Insurance

Retail

13 %

Manufacturing

15 %

Information
Technology

*Other

* The Other category consists primarily of construction & real estate, education, healthcare,
hospitality, media, natural resources, telecommunications, transport & logistics and utilities.
Furthermore, the 4 percent representation of actors within financial services & insurance is not to be
seen as problematic, since the industry comprises a few big and influential organizations.

The Cloud Maturity Index data:
business size
62 %
38 %

The Cloud Maturity Index data:
sector
87 %

13 %

Small & mediumsized businesses

Large business

Private sector

Public sector

In addition to the data collection described above, Radar’s existing database of information and
knowledge of the Nordic IT market has been used. In the surveys and interviews conducted as part of
this study, the term “cloud service” was not strictly defined by Radar. A key part of the research was
to gather data on how each organization defines a “cloud service” and its qualifying characteristics for
analysis.
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4. Increased cloud maturity
Compared to the results from the first report
in 2015, strategic maturity has increased by 41
percent, and operational maturity 19 percent.
Viewed together, operational maturity is still
greater than strategic maturity and creates an
imbalance of sorts that indicates a strategic
debt. As seen in the data, organizations have
adopted capabilities to a larger extent than
anticipated by strategic planning and at a
pace that approaches the internal limits. It is
changing, however. The difference between
the strategic and operational maturity levels
has been closing for a while.
The approaching symmetry between
strategic and operational cloud maturity, i.e.
the decrease of current strategic debt, is a
positive sign of increasing maturity among
both customers and suppliers. Yet, the pace
of reaching equilibrium has slowed somewhat
recently, meaning that we may never reach a
1.0 ratio. Perhaps we never should until the
overall IT strategic debt is paid.

4.1 Cloud maturity
by industry
All industries regardless of country show
higher average levels of maturity for every
year researched. Out of the five main industry
sectors covered by this study, the highest
aggregated cloud maturity is found in the
financial sector, continuing the trend from
previous years. Finance is now closely followed
by both Retail and Professional Services. While
Manufacturing did not reach the top three,
the vertical is close behind in fourth place and
is also the industry sector with the highest
growth in average maturity compared to both
2015 and 2017.

Average Cloud maturity

4,7

3,5

2019

2017

2015

5,0

Strategic

5,3

6,0

6,3

Operational

Average maturity 2019,
by maturity level
Strategic maturity
8,1

Operational maturity

9,6

4,3

Cloud mature
organizations

5,6

Other
organizations

The differences between industry sectors
continue to narrow. Industries with historically
low averages have seen the greatest increase
in cloud maturity. Manufacturing has improved
most, while the public sector, retail and
professional services all show a sharp decline.
Their trends may be negative, but they all show
a positive overall increase. Professional services
and retail, together with the maturity leaders in
the financial sector, seem to be reaching their
maturity plateaus until the next jump in maturity.
The imbalance between strategic and
operational maturity levels has decreased in
all industry sectors since 2015. It is a sign of
positive development over time, although all
is not what it seems. Public sector and retail
have, contrary to the long-term trend, increased
their imbalance since 2017 and slightly
increased their strategic debt.
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Average cloud maturity, by industry
2017

6,3
5,3

3,6

4,9

6,1

5,3

5,0
3,4

4,4

3,0

4,9

2019

6,0

6,3

6,0

5,3

5,3
4,4

4,3
4,3

3,2

2015

Strat. Operat.

Strat. Operat.

Strat. Operat.

Strat. Operat.

Public sector

Finance

Manufaturing

Professional
Services

Strat.

Operat.

Retail

Average yearly progress in maturity, by industry [%]
2015–2019

13 %
10 %
8%

8%

8%
5%

5%

4%

4%

1%

8

Strat. Operat.

Strat. Operat.

Strat. Operat.

Strat. Operat.

Strat. Operat.

Public sector

Finance

Manufaturing

Professional
Services

Retail
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Average cloud maturity, by industry

Public sector
Finance
Retail
Manufacturing
Professional services

90
85
80
75
70
65
60
55
50

2015

2017

4.1.1 The public sector has
taken a turn for the worse
The average strategic cloud maturity in the
public sector has risen by 8 percent yearly. The
public sector continues to report the lowest
strategic and operational maturity. The main
factor behind the comparatively low scores
used to be the lack of in-house capabilities and
expertise. That is still the case. However, the
public sector’s apparent standstill, especially
in Sweden, has become the major obstacle
to improvement in cloud maturity. When the
commonly used national security audit criteria
in Finland did not consider cloud environments,
the Finnish Ministry of Finance advised their
public sector to utilize cloud services while
taking information security into account. With
cloud security guidelines now in place, Finland
is making good progress and is at the forefront
of the Nordic public sector.
The sector suffers from significant challenges
to attract or develop the human capital needed
to leverage modern IT production forms and
the comparative advantages of different types
of business models for IT. The whole sector
has had a difficult time recruiting and keeping
talent. The perception of the public sector
as an attractive employer is still not positive
enough for young professionals in many of the
relevant competence fields. If no remedies are
implemented, the public sector will have an even
harder time to recruit and keep talent in future.

2019

Driven by fear of doing things wrong, strategic
plans are followed to a lesser extent, thus
deteriorating the overall trend of increased
maturity. Plans can and should always be
revised but should never be abandoned for
strategically invalid reasons.

4.1.2 Finance still in the lead
The financial sector, the aggregated average
leader in cloud maturity, has seen the weakest
compound annual growth rate in maturity since
2015. This is to be expected as there is not
infinite room for improvement, and the sector
is a leader and creator of best practices in
operational and strategic excellence. While IT in
the sector is shaped by the rigorous regulatory
requirements and a tradition of in-house IT
production, it reduces the actual usage of cloud
services. It is important to remember that cloud
usage is not a means to an end, rather it is the
natural formation of mass-produced, highly
industrialized IT production. High cloud maturity
means knowing when and where to use cloud,
and not using it for everything everywhere.
Here is where the financial sector has a lead on
many other sectors because of its long history
of IT driven services. Information processing
and the need for information classification helps
the sector address the “what” and “where” of
cloud services. Cloud maturity will continue to
increase from current levels at a slow pace.
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4.1.3 Manufacturing
is catching up
The manufacturing sector has seen the largest
compound annual maturity growth rate since
2015, both in strategic maturity (+13 percent
yearly) and operational maturity (+8 percent).
Manufacturing is really catching up and IT has
become a strategic necessity for business
growth, creating the base for continued strong
improvement of cloud maturity in the sector.
The manufacturing process is becoming
increasingly digital. Integrating the manufacturing
execution systems with IoT technology creates
the need for processing large quantities of data
while creating new possibilities to save costs
and increase efficiencies. Cloud services are
seen as enablers in this change and many
surrounding areas.

4.2 Cloud maturity
by country
Unlike in previous years, the differences
between the countries are smaller than the
differences between industry sectors. Sweden

and Norway demonstrate the same level of
overall strategic maturity, with Finland close
behind. As in 2017, when strategic maturity in
all three countries was more or less equal, the
difference is in operational maturity. Even though
it takes time to build a nationwide capability,
the primary ingredient for operational maturity,
Norway has for the last two years reduced the
gap to Finland and Sweden.
The average operational maturity levels
among Norwegian organizations have grown
by 10 percent since 2017, a result of greater
cloud services penetration and higher rates
of utilization. Also, their average strategic
maturity has increased by 14 percent (from 4.4
to 5.0), surpassing Finnish organizations. This
development, already visible in 2017, has led to a
reduced strategic debt for Norway. The relatively
late deployment of cloud services within
Norwegian organizations has benefited from the
experiences of their neighboring countries.
Meanwhile, the index in Sweden and Finland
grew on average by 2.7 percent and 11.8
percent in the last two years. Swedish
organizations have an average growth of 3
percent in operational maturity, as do Finnish
organizations. Consequently, the strategic debt
has increased for both Finland and Sweden.

Average cloud maturity, by country
10,0

Strategic

8,0
6,0

Sweden
Finland

Norway

4,0
2,0
0,0

0

2

4

6

Operational

10

8

10
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5. Stages of cloud maturity
Different levels have been defined by the
total index score as well as a set of typical
characteristics tied to each level. In 2019, 18
percent of organizations are rated as “Mature”
based on the defined indicators in Finland,
Norway and Sweden, compared with 14
percent in 2017. In this group, organizations
from all three countries and all five industries are

represented.Even though the average maturity
level continues to grow, the “Immature” group
grew, too, going from 11 to 13 percent. The initial
research showed that almost all organizations
defined the term “cloud services” differently,
nonetheless some criteria are more common
than other ones and there are clear differences
between the groups.

Maturity levels and typical
characteristics
Percentage of organizations in 2019 (2017)

Mature
18% (14%)

Proficient
27% (29%)

Basic
42% (46%)

Immature
13% (11%)

• A comprehensive understanding of what cloud
services are and where they should be used.
• Procurement fully in line with strategy,
capabilities in place.
• Key drivers are access to the vendors invested
R&D.

• There is a cloud strategy, and most are procurement in
line with it, since cloud is understood to put pros and
cons in perspective.
• Key capabilities are in place to maximize different
production models.
• On average multiple SaaS services are being used.

• Driver for cloud investments is usually cost reduction,
meaning that a very basic understanding of what cloud
can offer is in place.
• Any services procured tend to be simple and standalone.
Not integrated into the overall IT portfolio nor strategy.

• No cloud strategy, which is most often tied to an overall lack
of strategy and not understanding what the cloud actually
represents.
• Low in-house competence and capabilities for cloud services.
• Naturally no to very little use of cloud services.
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Criteria included in definitions of cloud
services among the respondents

Mature

Other

85 %
50 %

41 %
23 %
The cost for the
service should
change based
on actual usage
(volume/performance)

52 %
19 %

The service should
be accesible via
internet or other
network

13 %

We should be able The capacity of the
to request or
service (volume/perchange the service
formance) should
through self-service change based on
our actual needs in
every single
occasion

Mature organizations define cloud services more
accurately and show a better understanding of
what to expect, while less mature organizations
use a vaguer definition or no definition at all.
As shown later in the report, this leads to
challenges in various important areas.

12

48 %

44 %

15 %
Our use of the
service should be
monitored and
measured in such
manner that we
always have access
to the information

30 %
14 %
The service should
be standardized to
such extent that
others are able to
use/buy it

A landscape of two distinctly different types of
organizations is emerging, where the leaders are
getting better and the rest are struggling to use
IT in the most optimal way for the organization.
Over time, the latter are facing increasing risk of
consolidation, acquisition or liquidation.
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6. Patterns and characteristics
of cloud maturity
The introduction of cloud services into the
traditional production systems for IT services
presents challenges directly related to the
special characteristics of cloud services.
Governance remains a key aspect of the
successful integration of cloud services
– just like any other delivery form for IT –
but the scale and potential impact sets it
apart. Nordic organizations demonstrate a
noticeable difference between mature and
immature organizations in their approach to
cloud services. Almost all (90%) of Mature
organizations source Software as a Service
(SaaS) solutions mainly or entirely in line with

business strategy while less than half (47%) of
Immature organizations follow strategy. The
same pattern is seen in the sourcing of PaaS
and IaaS solutions. Business strategy dictates
the behavior, less so for Immature organizations.
The data available does not reveal whether
this is due to the poor quality of the business
strategy or the lack of purchasing diligence
among the buyers in the business units. It
is worth noticing that the sample measured
compliance among respondents with business
strategy, not IT strategy.

Procurement of cloud services

SaaS

Mature

IaaS

Mature

PaaS

Always in line with business strategy

Other

Other

60 %
9%

Ad hoc

Uncertain

30 %

38 %
43 %

29 %

21 %

58 %
33 %

Mature
Other

Most/Partly in line with business strategy

13 %

50 %
38 %

6.1 Governing
the services
When analyzing strategy for cloud services and
governance, the differences between mature
and immature organizations become more
prominent. For example, 62 percent of Mature
organizations report that they have a strategy
for SaaS procurement in place while only 19

percent of Immature organizations do so. The
scarcity of strategies reinforces a behavior of
ad-hoc procurement of services without the
necessary minimal qualifications. The patterns
identified are augmented by Key Performance
Indicators measuring cloud service usage. Half
(50%) of Immature organizations do not use any
type of KPIs related to business outcomes from
the use of cloud services, which relates to a
general lack of strategy. Mature organizations,
on the other hand, tend to employ KPIs to a
much larger extent in all as-a-service categories.

13
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Measuring business effects

���measured on strategic level

Others

Mature

SaaS

With regard to the measurement and evaluation
of business effects from the use of cloud
services, all organizations are found wanting.
SaaS once again appears to be more worthy
of attention than PaaS and IaaS, but a relatively
low number (52%) of Mature organizations
measure the business effects of SaaS on a
regular basis. Almost half (49%) of Immature

Others

PaaS

PaaS and IaaS, considered to be more
technical in nature than the omnipresent SaaS,
are less often measured through KPIs by all
organizations. A possible explanation is that
PaaS and IaaS are less visible for the end user
and the business units. They are considered
the nuts and bolts of the infrastructure rather
than vital for business outcomes. This, however,
is an underestimation of the infrastructure that
supports the enterprise-wide delivery of services
as well as a lack of discipline when it comes
to measuring IT services. Organizations would
be well served by a comprehensive information
architecture map for all matters related to digital
transformation, including the procurement of
cloud services and relevant KPIs once services
are deployed.

14

67 %
39 %

61 %

9%

13 %

11 %

34 %

26 %

50 %

Mature

20 %

28 %

31 %

���are measured
���but no formal process for measuring
…are not in place

Mature

Others

IaaS

organizations lack any formal processes or KPIs
for evaluating the business effects of SaaS. For
PaaS and IaaS, the numbers are even more
depressing at 65 percent and 70 percent,
respectively.
The rareness of measurements, review and
evaluation of business effects is noteworthy.
For many years, a common (and relevant)
complaint about IT governance, including
evaluation, was that it was far too focused on
cost and operational stability to the detriment of
business outcomes and end-user experience.
Has more discretionary spending on IT services
directly from the business units resulted in
better business outcomes? The lack of strategy
leads to ad-hoc deployments and the obvious
lack of KPIs lead to unverifiable successes, in
the end creating a vicious circle that leads to
little interest in a strategy for something that is
clearly not working. Most organizations in the
less mature category cannot show any facts
of better outcomes, and they do not seem
particularly interested to know, only further
proving the point.
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Follow-up on business effects

Mature

Others

Mature

SaaS

11 %
Mature

Others

PaaS

The share of Mature organizations has
increased from 10 percent in 2015 to 18 percent
by the end of 2019. Average maturity among
Mature organizations continues to grow. This
is partly explained by the addition of new
qualifying members into the group, but also
by the “best” further improving in all aspects.
Principal differences are found between the

Others

IaaS

6.2 Strategic debt
The cloud Mature organizations display
significantly lower strategic debt than
Immature ones. For the first time, the distance
between the top performers and the rest of
the organizations has increased, creating a
wider gap between the Mature and Immature
organizations.

35 %

26 %

32 %

31 %
12 %

19 %

32 %

19 %

13 %

28 %

52 %

���on a regular basis
��sporadically
…lacking formal processes for evaluating
…are not in place

Average maturity 2019,
by maturity level
Strategic maturity

Operational maturity

9,6

8,1

4,3

Cloud mature organizations

Other organizations

Average maturity, Cloud mature org.
10

9

Strategic

2017

“Mature organizations
have a strategy and a
profound understanding
of what the cloud can
and cannot do for them.”

5,6

2019

8

7

6

5

5

6

7

8

Operational

9

10

15
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Mature organizations and the other groups
in both the strategic and operational parts
measured. Within the strategic part, “strategic
validity” and the “competence” assessment
areas show the most prominent differences
between Mature and the other groups. Strategic
validity also carries the most ranking weight in
our ranking model.
All Mature respondents have a strategy in place
for cloud services, or an IT strategy that covers
cloud services as a delivery form. They also
have a profound understanding of what the
cloud is and what it can, and more importantly,
cannot do. Their IT portfolios have been
analyzed from a perspective of potential forms
of production and delivery. By comparison, only
43 percent of all other respondents have an
applied strategy that includes cloud services,
which is essentially the same level as in the
previous study. Only half of these 43 percent
apply principles from the strategy across the
business areas.

Within operational maturity, the largest
divergence between Mature organizations and
the rest is in the “Capabilities” assessment
area. There is an evident correlation between
the maturity level of the model’s inherent
dependence on maturity and its operational
score. Capabilities are the foundation for
operational excellence, hence capabilities
are also the most important segment in our
operational part.
Unlike other parts, the capabilities segment
changes most when approaching the top,
Mature, level. Percentage-wise, the largest
capability steps are between the two top
maturity levels. However, in actual numbers or
assumed actual value, the largest step is when
moving from Proficient to Mature. A significant
finding is that all individual areas within the
capability segment follow the same approximate
pattern. There are findings pointing towards
a correlation between an overall increased
capability and the organization’s level of
strategic quality and its governance.

Average capability, by maturity level

Integration Data management

Capability area

16

2,2
3,0
3,6
4,6

Implementation

2,1
3,2
3,6
4,7

Procurement

2,2
2,9
3,5
4,6

2,4
3,1
3,5
4,5

4,8

Mature

Basic

2,4
3,2
3,5

Capability score

Immature

Evalutation
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7. Use of cloud services
Mature organizations use cloud services more
widely than other organizations (97% vs. 87%,
respectively) and they are better at judging the
pros and cons from a business value viewpoint.
Prerequisites for realizing the potential of cloud
are the successful application of cloud services
to the needs of each individual organization and
the structure of the IT portfolio, that is, using
cloud services where they should be used.
Mature organizations use cloud services across

the spectrum of the IT portfolio and across the
different service models.
The diversity of different service models used
within an organization is in line with the maturity
level. This supports the perception that cloud
can be used throughout organizations on an
increasingly larger scale if the opportunities are
properly identified, using the right cloud services
where cloud should be used.

Use of cloud services
Mature

85 %

Others

58 %
33 % 31 %

30 %

22 %
4% 2%

SaaS

PaaS

IaaS

XaaS
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Average service models used, by maturity level
Number of service models used
0,84

1,14

Immature

Basic

1,22

1,52

Proficient

Mature

even when focusing on traditionally appreciated
properties of cloud solutions, such as costeffectiveness and built-in technical innovation.

Not all service or delivery models are equal.
It has become evident that over time, the
perceived strengths of cloud compete against
on-premise deliveries. This is clearly the case

Perceived strengths regarding different forms of production

Ease of
acquisition and
implementation

Other

Increased 
costeffectiveness

At the moment, cloud is winning the “internal”
battle between the two primary types of external
services, outsourcing and cloud. The battle
seems to be nearing its end, and the lines
between outsourcing and cloud will be further
blurred. However, IT is quietly transforming and
pushing organizations to align with strategic
principles, using whichever IT production
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Mature

Other

Increased
capability
to innovate

Mature

39 %

35 %

15 %

44 %

44 %

Cloud

11 %

31 %
21 %
41 %

48 %

22 %

43 %

42 %

52 %

41 %

Mature

17 %

Other

19 %

43 %

41 %

15 %

56 %

48 %

15 %

Mature

44 %

Outsourcing

On-premise

Other

Time from decision
to implementation

model is best suited for the purpose. Strategic
maturity leads to an increased willingness to
apply radical changes and rethink IT production,
instead of just switching out bits and pieces
for short-term goals. Success is dependent on
well-structured work with the overall architecture
and/or the IT portfolio, which is also a key
characteristic of Mature organizations.
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Review of IT portfolio/EA for cloud services

Performed analysis

96 %

Mature
Others

4%

... and will gradually implement Cloud services where suitable
... but it will have little impact on how IT is delivered
No
Do not know

30 %

26 %

It is becoming universally accepted that the
route to innovation goes through an external
party in one way or another. The ability to recruit
and retain the needed internal resources is a top
priority in an environment where an organization

35 %

9%

is not an attractive employer or quite simply
because there are not enough experts available.
Cloud and as-a-service are seen as a solution,
which has big implications for the contents of
the IT portfolio.
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8. Barriers to further adoption
Even with the known positive effects of using
cloud services, there are numerous barriers
to adoption. Along with the increased use of
cloud services, the usage has moved from
siloed services to more critical areas that require
integration with other business solutions. The
early perception of a quick fix for temporary
needs has evolved, and cloud services are
evaluated by their strategic possibilities and
advantages.
There are a couple of barriers that separate
the Mature from the others. Some are more
universal and perceived as barriers regardless
of maturity level. The risk of platform and vendor
lock-in is an example of a universal barrier,
together with the need to follow laws and
regulations.

While some barriers are not as dependent on
maturity level, there are quite a few that are, for
example information lock-in, security, integration
and finding suitable vendors. The Mature
organizations provide guidance for identifying
these possible issues to organizations on lower
maturity levels, hopefully minimizing the risk of
overlooking them.
Given the strengths of cloud and the reasons
for why and when to use it, some perceived
barriers are interesting to explore deeper.
Security, both technical and legal, is one. Care
is needed when pushing security as a top issue
for cloud. The fact that the Mature organizations
have a better perception of real issues, having
already evaluated, adopted and performed the
work needed, makes them more cautious of

Perceived barriers to cloud adoption
IT security
Data or information
lock-in

Others

Vendor lock-in
Compliance with laws
and regulations
Cost of transition project
Technical/platform lock-in

Mature
Others

Need for education within
the organisation
Mature

Lack of internal resources
Lack of proper
solutions/vendors
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Mature

Mature
Others
Mature
Others
Mature
Others
Mature
Others
Mature
Others

Business impact
of transition/adaptation

Integration complexity
with current IT env.

Others
Mature

Mature

Others
Others
Mature

0%

2%

4%

6%

8%

10 %

Others
12 % 14 %
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adding more cloud services. Security becomes
an issue for the most mature only when adding
more cloud services, it is not an issue in simply
using them.

from among a seemingly infinite number of
alternatives is a discouraging task. Having an
established partner for guidance is especially
beneficial for the lower maturity levels.

Areas the Mature organizations identify as
barriers to a lesser extent should act as a cause
for concern if any of them are a barrier in your
organization. Having “lack of proper vendor or
solutions” as a barrier indicates a problem with
the ability to find solution partners rather than
an actual lack of solutions. Further analysis
confirms the issue, and for many organizations,
especially those looking to replace a system,
there are too many systems and vendors to
choose from. Without a plan, finding a solution

Circling back to data, security and information
lock-in, the legal jurisdiction of the data location
is an impediment to using more cloud services
in many organizations (48% and 36% for Mature
and Others).
The data location and jurisdiction matter, but not
for all applications or all organizations. Proper
governance and controls ensure the knowledge
of what data can be handled where and for
what purpose.

Jurisdiction an impediment for using more cloud
48 %

53 %
44 %

Yes
36 %

No
Do not know

7%
Mature

10 %

Others
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9. Business impact
of cloud maturity
Cloud mature organizations

20 %
lower cost in
IT operations

29 %
larger share of IT spending
available for innovation

A higher level of maturity brings several
clear benefits, including efficient IT spending
(cost) in general and the ability to respond to
changes and business needs. Cloud mature
organizations assess their own capacity to
support core business needs significantly higher
than the less mature in all categories.
Mature organizations select their forms of
production and delivery according to strategic
principles and base their decisions on higher
levels of expertise.
Mature organizations display significantly
lower strategic debt than less mature ones.
This gives them a far better position to deliver
business value rather than technology back
to the organization. Their IT production model
and usage of cloud services are the results of
strategic alignment towards better business
outcomes. There is little need to explain why
having a strategy and strategy-aligned execution
are important. Mature organizations also have
a profound understanding of what the cloud is,
what it can, and more importantly, cannot do,
providing a competitive edge to those who use
it right.
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17 %
higher capacity
to support business

9.1 Cost-Efficiency
One of the distinctions between Mature
organizations and the other groups is the
distribution of IT expenditure. Cloud Mature
organizations average 20 percent lower costs
in IT operations. Their use of cloud services
brings strategic business advantages that are
otherwise difficult to obtain cost-efficiently. They
leverage the inherent innovative force in cloud to
a degree optimal for their specific organization,
freeing up resources by using automation
and digitization to enable transformation
through an as-a-service model. Their share
of IT expenditure available for innovation is 29
percent larger than that of their less mature
peers. All these factors make it easier for mature
organizations to respond quickly to new and
changing requirements, reduce business risk
and be better positioned for future change.
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9.2 Supporting
the business

9.3 Environmental
considerations

Cloud mature respondents rate their capacity
to support business innovation 17 percent
higher than the other groups. Together with
the freeing up of resources, this is an indicator
of the superior capability in Cloud Mature
organizations to support innovation and
business development.

The topic of sustainable IT has recently received
fresh attention. This is triggered by climate
activism on a global scale, compounded by
local questions about the supply of electricity
needed to fuel digital transformation, whether
charging cars or operating data centers.
Roughly half of the respondents are already
considering the environmental impact of their
strategy, such as energy consumption or CO2
emissions. This has an impact on procurement
decisions, and Radar expects this figure to
soon rise considerably when climate change
continues to dominate headlines.

Cloud mature respondents also assess
their own capacity to support core business
needs significantly higher than less mature
respondents. For example, they rate their
capability to support the digitization of the core
business 21 percent higher than the rest, with a
15 percent higher capacity to increase business
competitiveness. Even if self-assessed, these
figures strongly indicate that Cloud Mature
organizations are better equipped to support
the core business.

The next step in this process is a dialogue
between vendors and customers about the
details: which solutions are more suitable
to cloud deployment than others from a
sustainability perspective, and which vendors
are more environmentally friendly than their
competitors. The mature organizations are at the
forefront even of environmental considerations.

Consideration of environmental impact of cloud strategy
48 %

44 %

Mature
Others

33 %
30 %
26 %
14 %
5%
0%
Yes

No but
looking
into it

No

Do not
know
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10. Ending summary
Although the use of cloud services has
increased significantly, it still only accounts for
slightly more than a fifth of the actual total IT
expenditure. However, the growth is expected to
continue at very high levels with an increase of
more than 15 percent annually. By 2022, cloud
is estimated to capture about one-third of total IT
expenditure.
The number of organizations rated as Mature
has grown since 2017, as has the group of
Immature organizations. The distance between
the top and bottom performers in cloud maturity
is increasing. Nevertheless, all industries
regardless of country show higher average levels
of maturity for every year researched. Mature
organizations are defining cloud services more
accurately and show a better understanding of
what to expect, while less mature organizations
use a vaguer definition or no definition at all.
In general, operational maturity remains higher
than strategic maturity, creating an imbalance
that results in a strategic debt. As seen in the
data, organizations have adopted capabilities
to a larger extent than anticipated by strategic
planning and at a pace that approaches the
internal limits. This imbalance between strategic
and operational maturity levels has decreased in
all industry sectors, with the exception of retail
and the public sector that have slightly increased
their strategic debt. As argued in the report, a
landscape is emerging of two distinctly different
types of organizations. The good are getting
better and the bad are getting worse. As time
goes by, the latter are increasingly exposed to
consolidation, acquisition or liquidation.
The utilization of cloud services among the
mature creates strategic business advantages
that are otherwise difficult to obtain costefficiently. Mature organizations have 29 percent
larger IT expenditure available for innovation than
their less mature peers. Mature organizations
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can more easily respond to new and changing
requirements, reduce business risk and be
better positioned for future change. Even if
self-assessed, the figures strongly indicate that
they are better equipped to support the core
business and achieve better business outcomes
today and tomorrow.
Regardless of industry, geography or nation,
organizations face the same principal challenge.
To benefit from digital transformation, rather
than becoming a victim of disruption, it is
necessary to leverage the inherent innovative
force in cloud services. Strategic maturity leads
to being more open for radical changes and
rethinking IT production, not just switching
out bits and pieces for short-term goals.
Finding a solution from among a seemingly
infinite number of alternatives is a discouraging
task and requires structured work with the
overall architecture and IT portfolio – a key
characteristic of Mature organizations. Having
an established partner for guidance is especially
beneficial for the lower maturity levels.
Organizations displaying high levels of maturity
towards the cloud are better prepared for the
impact of future change.

Are you interested the hear more
about cloud transformation or
cloud maturity assessment?
Contact
Timo Ahomäki
timo.ahomaki@tieto.com
or visit our website tieto.com/cloud
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11. About the index
The Cloud Maturity Index was created by Radar
on behalf of Tieto in 2015 as a model intended
to establish the operational and strategic
maturity among organizations regarding
highly industrialized services such as cloud
services. The model is based on some 30
key performance indicators, assumptions and
self-assessed indices encompassing the entire
lifecycle of cloud service application, ranging
from business rationale, sourcing strategy and
business knowledge to actual execution and
return on investment.
Strategic and operational maturity are both
assessed in three categories. The categories
are weighted according to importance and
impact. The exact categories and their included
performance indicators have evolved over time.
For example, strategic cloud maturity continues
to be more influenced by the alignment of IT
strategy with the overall business strategy.
Operational cloud maturity, however, is more
influenced by the capabilities of the organization
that are needed for using a highly industrialized
IT service such as cloud. To achieve a high
level of strategic cloud maturity, an organization
must – in simple terms – demonstrate an
established strategy, as well as the knowledge,
competence and resources necessary to
implement it. To rank highly in operational cloud
maturity, an organization’s actual usage of cloud
services is of lesser importance as there could
be other barriers for not using cloud services.
Instead, the capability and handling of the
strategic choices are of higher importance. For
instance, procurement and supplier selection
should follow the set strategy and be based on
functionality and expertise.

extent, will still be assessed as an organization
with high strategic maturity. Depending on
its operational capabilities, it may also rank
fairly high in operational maturity. This is not
necessarily a negative for the organization,
given that future IT investments and service
production need to be grounded in a highquality strategy.
According to Radar, extensive use of cloud
services is not a strategy in itself, but a probable
outcome of applying a solid strategy. Radar
believes that low strategic maturity means that
the organization most likely does not see the
full business impact of an investment. There
is evidence in the data that an organization
with low strategic maturity cannot unlock the
full business value of its available resources or
assess the full impact of its operational choices.
The first significant quantitative study of Cloud
Maturity in Nordic organizations was conducted
by Radar in 2015. The report included 277
(now 283) organizations (private enterprises
and public sector organizations) with more than
250 FTEs in Sweden, Norway and Finland. The
study analyzed Cloud Maturity as well as other
key performance indicators for IT spend and IT
capabilities to find meaningful evidence of links
between Cloud Maturity and other, traditional
indicators of business proficiency. The result of
the study was published in the 2015 report The
Benefits of Cloud Maturity. This report for 2019
is the fourth report in the series and continues
the tradition while expanding the foundation for
the analysis with new ideas to research.

An organization that executes in line with the
strategy, has made an analysis of its IT portfolio
from a cloud perspective, and has sufficient
knowledge of how to use cloud services, but for
good reasons is not using cloud services to any
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Valid strategy

30 %

20 %

Competence

Drivers and barriers

11.1 Data
and definitions
The analysis and conclusions in this report
are mainly based on quantitative surveys,
Cloud Maturity Index, conducted by Radar
and research partners to Radar, during the
years 2015 through 2019. This year’s study
includes organizations in Finland, Norway and
Sweden – all with 250 or more employees
(full-time equivalent). Furthermore, it has been
supplemented by in-depth interviews.
Data collection and interviews were conducted
in Radar’s name. In addition to the data
collection described above, Radar’s existing
database of information and knowledge of the
Nordic IT market has been used.
As a definition of industries and sectors, SNI
2007 has been used, which is a version of the
European standard for industrial classification,
NACE rev. 2. Public sector organizations are
defined as those responsible for activities within
the public administration or activities linked
directly to the public sector. Organizations with
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70 %
Operational

Strategic

50 %
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Operational capabilities

10 %

20 %

Usage areas

Sourcing and procurement

required rate of return, such as limited liability
companies owned by the Swedish government,
belong to the private sector, while organizations
without required rate of return, such as a
Norwegian regional health business (RHF), are
categorized as public sector.
In the surveys and interviews conducted as
part of this study, the term ‘cloud services’ was
not strictly defined by Radar. There is therefore
a risk that a small proportion of the services
identified as cloud services, particularly by
less cloud mature organizations, would not
comply with a stricter definition. The extent
of these ‘false’ cloud services is estimated
to be so small that they have no influence on
the conclusions. However, a key part of the
research is to gather data and intelligence on
how each organization defines a ‘cloud service’
and its qualifying characteristics. Radar’s
general recommendations are that a definition
of cloud services should be based on, but not
necessarily fulfill, accepted definitions of NIST or
SIS.
For more information about definitions, look
at Radar’s general collection of definitions or
contact the responsible analysts.
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About Radar Ecosystem
specialists
Radar is the leading fact-based provider of insight for the Nordic IT industry and IT decision makers.
Through unique ecosystem coverage Radar provides analysis and insight to service and technology
suppliers, IT decision makers and institutional investors in the Nordic IT sector.
radareco.se

About Tieto
Tieto aims to capture the significant opportunities of the data-driven world and turn them into lifelong
value for people, business and society. We aim to be customers’ first choice for business renewal
by combining our software and services capabilities with a strong drive for co-innovation and
ecosystems.
tieto.com/cloud
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